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Given their characteristics, dangerous substances are classified by: DENOMINATION CLASS 1 Explosives. 2 Gases compressed, chilled, liquefied or dissolved. 3 Flammable liquids. 4 Combustible solids. 5 Organic oxidizer and peroxide. 6 Acute toxic substances (poisons) and infectious agents. 7 Radioactive. 8 Corrosion. 9 Different. Explosives or Class 1 includes: I.
EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES: They are substances or a mixture of solid or liquid substances that spontaneously or as a result of a chemical reaction, can release gases at temperature, pressure and speed, for example, to damage the surrounding area. II. PYROTECHNIC SUBSTANCES: These are substances or mixtures of substances designed to produce caloric, luminous,
sonic, gas or smoke effects or combinations as a result of self-threatening exothermic chemical reactions. III. EXPLOSIVE OBJECTS: These are objects containing one or more explosives. Depending on the type of risk, Class 1 consists of 6 divisions, which: DIVISION DESCRIPTION OF SUBSTANCES 1.1 Substances and objects that pose a danger of explosion of the entire
mass, i.e. the explosion spreads almost instantly to almost the entire load. 1.2 Substances and objects that pose a projection risk but do not pose a risk of explosion of the entire mass. 1.3 Substances and objects that pose a fire hazard, and small effects of shock wave, projection or both, but not the risk of exploding the entire mass. The following substances and objects are
included in this division: (a) those whose combustion leads to significant thermal radiation. b) Those that burn consistently with small shock wave effects, projection, or both. 1.4 Substances and items that do not pose a significant risk. 1.5 Very invulnerable substances that pose a risk of exploding the entire mass, but which are unlikely to start or pass from fire or detonation in
normal transport conditions. 1.6 Extremely insensitive objects, which do not pose a risk of explosion to the entire mass, contain only substances that are extremely insensitive to detonation and show a very low probability of accidental onset and spread. Class 2, which includes compressed, chilled, liquefied or pressure-dissolved gases, are substances that: I.- At 50o C have a
vapor pressure of more than 300 kP. II. - They are completely tasmer to 20oC at normal pressure of 101.3 kPa. For the conditions of transportation of the class 2 substance are classified according to their physical condition as: - Compressed gas, the one that is under pressure, is fully gasified at 20oC. at 20oC. - Cooled liquefied gas, which is partially liquid due to low
temperature. Gas in a solution that is compressed and dissolved into solvents. Depending on the type of risk, Class 2 is divided into: DIVISION DESCRIPTION OF SUBSTANCES 2.1 Combustible gases: Substance that is at 20oC and at normal pressure of 101.3 kPa.: They burn when they are in a mixture of 13% or less in air volume or have an air flammability range of no less
than 12% regardless of the lower ignition limit. 2.2 Non-flammable, non-toxic gases: gases that are transported at least 280 kP. at 20oC, or as chilled liquids and that: a) They suffocate. Gases that dilute or replace oxygen normally present in the atmosphere; or b) they oxidize. Gases that can usually by yielding oxygen, causing or contributing, without air to burn other materials. c)
They don't fit in the previous ones. 2.3 Toxic gases: Gazas, which are: (a) known as toxic or corrosive to humans and therefore are a health risk; or b) They must be toxic or corrosive to humans because they have a CL equal to or less than 5000 Mo/ M3 (ppm). Note: Gazas that meet the above criteria because of their corrosion should be classified as toxic with a corrosive
secondary risk. Class 3 or flammable liquids. These are mixtures or liquids containing solids in a solution or suspension that lay flammable vapors at a temperature no higher than 60.5oC in closed cups or no more than 65.6oC in open glass. Substances of this class: - liquids with a starting boiling point equal to or less than 35oC. - liquids with a flash point (in a closed cup) are
larger or equal to 23oC, less or equal to 60.5oC and the starting point of boiling, more than 35oC. Class 4, flammable solids, are substances that are dangerous for spontaneous combustion, as well as substances that emit flammable gases with contact with water. Depending on the type of risk divided into: DIVISION DESCRIPTION OF SUBSTANCES 4.1 Flammable solids.
Solids that are not covered by those classified as explosive but which, in conditions that occur during transportation, are easily ignited or can cause or activate friction fires. 4.2 Substances that are at risk of self-ignition. Substances that can be spontaneously heated in normal transportation conditions or when exposed to air and which can then be inflamed. 4.3 Substances
contacted with gases released from the water Substances that react with water can be spontaneously flammable or release flammable gases in dangerous amounts. Class 5, oxidizer and organic peroxide, are substances that are defined and shared based on their risk in: DIVISION DESCRIPTION OF SUBSTANCES 5.1 Oxidative substances. Substances that are not necessarily
combustible can usually release oxygen, cause or facilitate the burning of others. 5.2 Organic peroxides. Organic substances containing a bivalent structure -0-0 - and can be considered hydrogen peroxide derivatives, in which one or both hydrogen atoms have been replaced by organic radicals. Peroxide is a thermally unstable substance that can be self-accelerated by
exothermic decomposition. In addition, they may have one or more of the following properties: (a) be susceptible to explosive decomposition; b) Burn quickly; c) Be sensitive to impacts or friction; d) it is dangerous to react when exposed to other substances; (e) Cause of eye damage. Class 6, acute toxic substances (poisons) and infectious agents, are substances that are
identified and shared, taking into account their risk in: DIVISION DESCRIPTION OF SUBSTANCES 6.1 Acute toxic substances (poisons): These are substances that can cause death, serious injury or be harmful to human health when ingested, inhaled or in contact with the skin. Toxic gases (poisons) tablets can be included in the Gaza class. 6.2 Infectious Agents: They contain
viable microorganisms including bacteria, viruses, parasites, fungi, or a hybrid or mutant combination; which are known or are thought to cause disease in humans or animals. Radioactive Class 7, for transport purposes, all materials whose specific activity exceeds 70 kBs/kg (2 nCi/g). Class 8 is corrosive, are liquid or solid substances that by their chemical action cause serious
damage to the living tissues with which they come into contact, or that, in the event of an escape, can damage and even destroy other goods or units in which they are transported. Class 9 are several substances that during transportation pose different risks than those that are relevant to other classes and which also require special treatment for their transportation because they
pose a potential danger to health, environment, safety for users and property for third parties. ANNEX 22 TO GENERAL RULES OF FOREIGN TRADE UNTIL 2020.INSTRUCTIVE TO FILL THE MAIN FIELD GABLE PEDIMENT1. Num. Movement. Number assigned by customs agent, customs authority, importer, exporter, customs or warehouse figures corresponding to the
figures: 2, year of inspection.2 figures, customs clearance.4 figures, the number of patents or permits issued by AGA to a customs agent, customs agency, importer, exporter, customs trustee or warehouse, which facilitates clearance. Where that number is less than four digits, The zeros required to complete the 4 figures must be prepended.1 figure, it must correspond to the last
figure of the current year, unless it is a consolidated gable started in the previous straight year or an initial request for correction.6 figures, which should be progressive customs measures, in which they are authorized to clearance, appointed by each customs agent, customs agency, importer, exporter, customs person or warehouse, referring to all types of request. This number
should start at 000001.Each of these groups of figures should be divided by two gaps, with the exception of the figure corresponding to the last figure of the current year and the six-digit figures of progressive digitization. In the case of requests for correction or additional gabons, it must be identified with a new number. 2.T. OPERA. A legend that determines the type of surgery.
(IMP) No, no, no. Import. (EXP) No, no, no. Exports/return. (TRA) I DO NOT transits.This field should not be filled in the case of additional gabers and international transit, in which case the seal of the name of this field is optional.3.CVE. Movement. Order of key stakeholders, according to Annex 2 to this app. 4.MODE. Customs procedure to which goods are designed in
accordance with annex 16 to this annex. This field should not be filled in the case of additional gabons, in which case printing the name of this field is optional. 5.DIRECTION/ORIGIN. The key definition of the destination of goods in imports, internal transit for imports or origin in export, according to annex 15 to this Annex.This field should not be filled in the case of additional
gablons and international transit, in which case the seal of the name of this field is optional.6.CHANGE TYPE. the exchange rate of the Mexican peso against the U.S. dollar for tax purposes, by virtue on the date of entry or submission of the goods mentioned in Article 56, factions I and II of the Act; or as of the date of payment of contributions under the third paragraph of section
83 of the Act in the relevant articles. In the case of additional frontals, the exchange rate of the Mexican peso against the U.S. dollar for tax purposes, by virtue of the date of determination or, if necessary, decided to use the consolidated gable, they must declare the exchange rate of the Mexican peso against the United States dollar for tax purposes, by virtue of the date of
payment of this request, except in the case of the automotive industry.7.BRUTO PESO. The amount in kilograms, of the total gross weight of the goods. This field should not be filled in the case of additional gablons, in which case the seal of the name of this field is optional.8.ADUANA E/S.On imports will be the key to ADUANA/SECCION, through which goods enter the national
territory, In accordance with annex 1 of this export Annex.In this will be the key to the ADUANA/SECTION by which the goods leave the national territory, according to Annex 1 to this Annex.In in the case of transit operations, the customs key and customs section for transit arrival must be specified in accordance with annex 1 to this application.This field should not be filled in the
case of additional requests, and in this case the name of this field is optional. The key to the means of transport on which goods are transported to or from the national territory, according to annex 3 of this application.This field should not be filled in the case of additional fronts, in which case the title of this field is optional.10.MEDIUM OF TRANSPORT OF ARRIBO. The key to the
vehicle in which the goods are driven upon arrival at Customs/Clearance Section, according to annex 3 of this application.This field should not be filled in the event of additional requests, in which case the seal of the name of this field is optional.11.MEANS OF OUTPUT TRANSPORT. The key to the vehicle in which the goods are controlled when you leave CUSTOMS/Clearance
SECTION, according to annex 3 of this application.This field should not be filled in the case of additional gabers, in which case the seal of the name of this field is optional.12.VALUE DOLARES. The dollar equivalent of the United States of America, the customs value of goods under box 13, or the commercial value of goods, on the ground 14, both of this training unit, if
necessary. This field should not be filled in the case of additional fronts, in which case printing the name of this field is optional.13.CUSTOMS VALUE. In the case of imports, domestic transit to international imports or transit, the amount of customs value of all goods settled in the order expressed in the national currency and determined in accordance with the provisions of Title III,
Chapter III, the first part of the Law.In in the case of exports, this area The cost of extracting domestic and foreign goods from premises permitted as a tax warehouse for exhibition and sale of foreign and domestic goods at international, border and sea air ports has been declared. This field should not be filled in the case of additional fronts, in which case printing the name of this
field is optional.14.PRICE PAID/COMMERCIAL VALUE. Full payment in national currency, which for imported goods, domestic transit to international imports or transit, has been or should be made by the importer directly or indirectly to the seller or in the benefit of the seller, without taking into account the discounts agreed by the parties. In the case of export and return, the
amount of commercial value of all goods declared in the order is expressed. In addition, concepts that should not be taken into account in this area which the law itself provides will not be part of the customs value of the goods, provided that they differ from the price paid in the CFDI themselves, equivalent documents or other commercial documents, otherwise they must be
considered for the purposes of the tax base, as required by the last paragraph, article 66 of the Act.This field should not be filled in the case of additional gabons, domestic transits for imports or international transits made by rail, and in this case the name of the railway is not. 15.RFC IMPORTER/EXPORTER. RFC importer/EXPORTER, carrying out a foreign trade transaction. The
RFC Declaration is mandatory, except where applicable regulations indicate the use of certain common RFC or 10 positions consisting of: First letter of the paternal surname. The first vowel of the father's surname (except the first letter). The first letter of the mother's last name. The first letter of the name. The last two figures of the year of birth. Double-digit month of birth. Doubledigit birthday. In the case of additional requests, the RFC taxpayer who made the export (return).16.CURP IMPORTING/ EXPORTER must be announced. CURP importER/EXPORTER, which carries out a foreign trade transaction. In the case of additional requests, CURP taxpayer who made an export (return) must be announced. The CURP Declaration is optional if THE
IMPORTER/EXPORTER is a natural person and has RFC.17.NAME, DENOMINATION OR SOCIAL REASON OF THE IMPORTER/EXPORTER. The name, name or name of the importer or exporter's company, as specified for RFC purposes, if it is registered in this registry or in the case of use GENERIC RFCs, the one in the official documents. In the case of additional requests,
the name, name or name of the company of the taxpayer who exported (return)18.DOMICILIO OF THE IMPORTER/EXPORTER must be announced. The tax address of the importer or exporter, as well as in the case of the use of generic RFCs, the one contained in the official documents, consisting of a street, external number, internal number, postcode, municipality, city,
subject of federation, Country.This field should not be filled in the case of additional frontons, in which case the seal of the name of this area is optional.19.VAL. Insurance. The total value of all goods settled in the declared order for insurance purposes is expressed in the national currency. This field should not be filled in the case of additional frontals, domestic transits to imports
or international transits by rail, in which case the printing of the name of this field is optional.20.INSURANCE.The amount in the national currency from the total insurance premium, paid for the goods, provided that they do not fall under the same price paid (field 14 of this block), from the landing site to the assumptions mentioned in article 56, share I of Law.In extracts from general
deposit warehouses, proportional to the amount corresponding to goods that are extracted from the tax deposit in the national currency, from the insurance declared in order of origin. This field should not be filled in the case of additional gablons, domestic transits for import or international transit by rail, in which case the seal of the name of the field is optional.21.FLETES.The
amount in the national currency of the total amount of goods paid for the transport of goods, as long as the assumptions mentioned in article 56, the share of the Act, is not assumed, provided that they do not fall under the same price paid (field 14 of this block) for the transportation of goods. When extracting from common deposits a proportional portion of the amount
corresponding to goods extracted from the tax deposit in the national currency, from the cargo declared in the order of origin. This field should not be filled in the case of additional gabers, domestic transits for import or international transit by rail, in which case the seal of the name of the field is optional.22.EMPA'UES.The amount in the national currency from the general
packaging of goods, provided that they do not fall under the paid price (field 14 of this block), according to Article 65, faction I, subparagraph b) and (Law.In) The total deposit, the proportional part of the amount corresponding to the goods that are extracted from the tax deposit in the national currency, from the package declared in the order of origin. This field should not be filled
in the case of additional gabers, domestic transits for imports or international transits by rail, in which case the seal of the name of this field is optional.23.OTHER INCREMENTABLE. The amount in the national currency of the total amount corresponding to the concepts to be increased to the price paid, provided that they do not fall under the same price (field 14 of this block) in
accordance with the provisions of the Act; including concepts specified in the documents attached to the request or in other documents that are not binding on the request and are not included in Fields 20, 21 and 22 of the training unit. When extracted from general deposit warehouses, a proportional portion of the amount corresponding to goods extracted from the tax deposit in
the national currency, from others to increase the amount claimed in order of origin. This field should not be filled in the case of additional gabers, domestic transits for imports or international transits by rail, in which case the seal of the name of this field is optional. 24.ELECTRONIC CHECK ACUSE. An electronic verification fee consisting of eight characters, which proves that the
customs authority has received electronically the information transmitted to process the request.25.BAR CODE. The barcode printed by a customs agent, customs office, importer, exporter or customs trustee is printed in Annex 17 to this application. The key of the customs and customs section to which clearance (three posts) is encouraged, according to Annex 1 of this Annex.In
in the case of transit operations, the customs key and customs section for com/her com/her transit is promoted in accordance with Annex 1 to this application.This area should not be filled in the event of additional requests, in which case, the seal of the name of this field is optional.27.MARKS, NUMBERS. Marks, numbers and the total number of packages containing the goods on
order. This field should not be filled in the case of additional gabers, in which case printing the name of this field is optional.28.DATE.Description of the date type, according to the following options: Print Full Description1. Date of entry into the national territory2. Payment. Date of payment of compensation contributions and fees or transitional measure.3. Retrieve. Date of tax
deposits extraction.5. Presentation. Filing date.6. Imp. USA/CAN. The date of entry into the United States or Canada. (For additional CT key requests only if there is sufficient testing).7. Original. The date of payment for the original order. (In cases of change in the entry regime and to normalize goods; except for waste). After each description, the date is announced in the
following DD/MM/YYYY.29.CONTRIB. T. BET. The key to the applicable rate, according to Annex 18 to this application.31.TASA.Fees are applicable to pay DTA fees in accordance with LFD regulations and accessory contributions (co-payments and fines).32.CONCEPT. abbreviated description of the contribution at the gable or start-up level, which applies under annex 12 to this
application.33.F.P.Key method of payment concept, which must be settled, according to annex 13 to this annex.34.IMPORTE.Total amount in the national currency concept, which must be settled, for the way of payment of declarada.35.EFECTIVO.Se must record the total amount in national currency, all concepts that will be paid in efectivo.36.OTROS.Es total amount in national
currency, in this area efectivo.37.TOTAL.La, certification of automated selection.39.REFERENCED DEPOSIT AND WHERE ELECTRONIC PAYMENT TO DUE APENDICE 23.In this block of catching lines must be set to pay for contributions, use, fines and accessories. , if necessary, electronic payment information, where the amounts are determined in the form of payment 0
(zero, cash - annex 13 of this application). In cases where there are no amounts to be paid in cash, it must contain the legend NOT APPLY-WITHOUT PAYMENT IN CASH.40. This block must have a code, payment, or compliance check. NOTE: Where all the fields that make up the subblock (line) do not require to be declared, as they are an additional pediment, the subblock
(line) can be removed from print. HEADLINE FOR PEDIMENT CHILDREN'S PAGES1. Num. Movement. A number assigned by a customs agent, customs authority, importer, exporter, customs or warehouse proxy, integrated with fifteen figures that a:2 figures, from the year of inspection.2 figures, from customs clearance.4 figures, from the patent number or permit granted by the
AGA customs agent, customs agency, importer, exporter, customs trustee or warehouse, which facilitates clearance. Where that number is less than four digits, The zeros required to complete the 4 figures must be prepended.1 figure, it must correspond to the last figure of the current year, unless it is a consolidated gable started in the previous straight year or an initial request for
correction.6 figures, which must be progressive measurements by the customs authority in which they are authorized to clearance, appointed by each customs agent or customs agency, importer, exporter, customs or warehouse, referring to all types of request. This number should start at 000001.Each of these groups of figures should be divided by two gaps, with the exception
of the figure corresponding to the last figure of the current year and the six-digit figures of progressive digitization. In the case of requests for correction or additional gabons, it must be identified with a new number. 2. TYPE OF OPERA. A legend that determines the type of surgery. (IMP) No, no, no. Import. (EXP) No, no, no. Export. (TRA) I DO NOT transits.This field should not
be filled in the case of additional gabers or international transit, in which case the seal of the name of this field is optional.3.CVE. PESIM. Request key stakeholders in accordance with Annex 2 to this application.4.RFC.RFC import/EXPORTER, which carries out a foreign trade transaction. The RFC declaration should be mandatory, except where applicable regulations indicate the
use of certain common RFC or 10 positions consisting of: - First letter of the paternal surname. - The first vowel of the father's surname (except the first letter). The first letter of the mother's surname. The first letter of the name. - The last two figures of the year of birth. - Double-digit month of birth. Double-digit birthday. In the case of additional requests, the RFC is the taxpayer
who made the export (return).5.CURP must be announced. CURP importER/EXPORTER, which carries out a foreign trade transaction. In the case of additional requests, CURP taxpayer who made an export (return) must be announced. The CURP Declaration is optional if IMPORTER/EXPORTER is a natural person and has such information. CUSTOMS AGENT OR CUSTOMS
AGENCY, LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE, CUSTOMS OR WAREHOUSE PROXY1. NAME, FACE-TO-FACE OR TIMES. Soc. The full name of a customs agent or customs agency, customs trustee or legal representative, which facilitates RFC, as well as, if necessary, the full name, name or name of the company, formed by a customs agent or customs authority that facilitates the
clearance. In the case of the General Deposit Repository, the social reason for the Warehouse will be established.2.RFC.RFC customs agent or customs agency, accumulates the entry or RFC of the Company, will issue an invoice to the person who contracted the service in accordance with the provisions of the last paragraph of the rule 1.4.9.3.CURP. CURP is a customs agent
or legal representative, or customs representative, who carries out the procedure. MANDATARIO/AUTHORISED PERSON. If the request has an advanced electronic signature issued by the SAT, a representative of a customs agent or customs agency, or in the case of tax deposits extraction, the following data is printed:4.NAME. The full name of the representative of the customs
agent or customs agency, which facilitates the registration. In the case of general deposit stores, the full name of the person authorized to carry out formalities before customs will be established on his behalf.5.RFC.RFC representative of the customs agent, customs agency or representative of the authorized warehouse, who carries out the procedure. 6. CURP. CURP is a
representative of a customs agent, customs agency or representative of the Authorized Warehouse, who carries out the procedure.7.PATENTE OR UPDATE. A patent number or permit issued by AGA to a customs agent, customs agency, importer, exporter, customs trustee or warehouse promoting advanced ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE. Extended electronic signature of
customs agent, importer, exporter, customs trustee, warehouse trustee or representative of a customs agent or customs agency, which facilitates the registration.9.NUM. A SERIES OF CERTIFICATES. Serial number of the certificate of extended electronic signature of customs agent, customs agency, importer, exporter, customs trustee, warehouse trustee or representative of a
customs agent or customs agency, which facilitates clearance. END OF THE GABLE. At the end of the last game, the legend of END OF PEDIMENT should be placed, which will record the total number of games that make it up, as well as the key of the corresponding prevaldadator. Note: Customs agent, customs agency, importer, exporter or customs or warehouse
representative assisting clearance can increase applications to the request if deemed necessary by using a secondary page header and an appropriate footer. SUPPLIER/BUYER DATATrats mining tax deposits and transit operations, the declaration of this block is not mandatory unless they are transactions conducted under the rule 4.6.5.In in the case of exports, if there is no
CDFI, only information related to the buyer must be printed. The obligation to declare in the requirements 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 11 of this block must be fulfilled in the transmission referred to in Rules 1.9.18. 1.9.19.; so, in request. As an exception to the provisions of the previous paragraph should be declared only the amount of confirmation of the value received with the transfer,
in the case of fields 1, 2 and 5, in addition to compliance with the transmission of data and declaration of proof of electronic value data correspondientes.1.ID must be stated in the request. Financial. In the case of imports, the key to the tax identification of the supplier is as follows: in the case of Canada, company number or Social Security number. In the case of the United States
of America, tax id or Social Security number. In the case of France, VAT number or social security number. In the case of Japan, the legal number (corporate number) established under section 2-(15 of the Law on the Use of Numbers to Identify a Particular Person in Administrative Order)In the case of countries not mentioned above, the registration number used in the country to
which the supplier or exporter belongs to identify him/her in the payment of taxes. In the event that such a number does not exist, this circumstance is recorded in the commentary field of the relevant request on the basis of the statement, protesting against the truth of the importer. In the case of exports, this area is optional.2.NAME, DENOMINATION or SOCIAL REASON. In the
case of importation: The name, name or name of the supplier's company. In the case of exports: The name, name or name of the buyer's company goods.3.DOMICILIO.In the case of importation: tax residence or its equivalent in the country of the supplier, consisting of street, external number, internal number, postcode, municipality/city, federal education and Country.in case of
export: tax residence or its equivalent in the buyer's country, consisting of a street, external number, internal number, postcode, municipality/city, federal education and Country.4.LINKATION.In case of import: YES will be recorded if there is a link and NO, if there is no link. In the case of exports: these data are not mandatory.5.NUM. CFDI OR EQUIVALENT DOCUMENT. Number
of each of the CFDIs or equivalent documents that hold the goods.6.DATE.Date billing for each of the CFDIs or equivalent documents that mercancías.7.INCOTERM.La billing form Under the current international INCOTERMS, under Annex 14 to this Anexo.Se can declare the correct billing deadline by filing an application in protest of the truth of the importer, exporter, customs
agent, customs agency or customs trustee when the CFDI or equivalent document refers to the non-applicable INCOTERM, in accordance with Rule 3.1.8. This declaration should be attached to the gable before activating the automated selection mechanism. In the case of transactions in which goods are transmitted by virtual transmission, there is no need to fill this field under
the V1, V2, V5 and V6 frontal keys. The currency key used in billing is in line with Annex 5 to this application.9.VAL. Mon. Fact. The total value of goods without CFDIs or equivalent documents in the currency used in billing, subject to applicable INCOTERM. If the CFDI is separated or the equivalent document, the value of the item assigned by the order.10.FACTOR MON is
announced. Fact. The ratio of the dollar-currency equivalence of the United States of America, acting on the day of entry or submission of goods mentioned in Article 56, Factions I and II of the Act, or on the date of payment of contributions under article 83, the third paragraph of the same law as it is concerned, according to the relevant publication in the DOF. In the case of the
U.S. dollar, the ratio will be 10,000.11.VAL. Dollars. The dollar equivalent of the United States of America is from the total value of goods settled in the gable, which are loaded with CFDIs or equivalent documents, subject to the applicable INCOTERM. If the CFDI is separated or the equivalent document is separated, the value of the item without an order is announced. DATA OF
THE DESTINATARIOTraging transit operations, the declaration of this block is not mandatory unless they are operations performed under the rule 4.6.5.La declare in the request the field of this block must be performed in the transmission referred to in rules 1.9.18. 1.9.19.; so the request only has a cost confirmation number received with the order to be transmisión.1.ID.
Financial. The key of the recipient's tax identification is: In the case of Canada, business number or Social Security number. In the case of Korea, business number or accommodation number. In the case of the United States of America, tax id or Social Security number. In the case of France, VAT number or social security number. In the case of other countries, in addition to
those mentioned above, used in the country to which the recipient belongs to identify you in your tax payment. In the event that such a number does not exist, this circumstance is recorded in the commentary field of the relevant request on the basis of a statement, protesting against the truth of the exporter. (This box is optional).2.NAME, DENOMINATION, OR SOCIAL REASON.
The name, name or name of the company of the recipient. 3.DOMICILIO. The recipient's commercial address, consisting of a street, external number, internal number, Postal Code, municipality/city, federation subject, Country.TRANSPORT DATA AND CARRIER Fields 1 and 2 of this block, will be required to import under the following conditions: road, rail and sea transport,
except when consolidated orders are carried out, as well as in the case of operations in which physical representation of the goods is not required for their release. In the case of transit operations, with the exception of international transit of trans-immigration, all deposits (from 1 to 6) of this block will be required.1.IDENTIFICATION. Identification of transport that imports goods into
the national territory. If the vehicle is a land-based vehicle, then on the road signs of the same, to make and model, if it is a railway, the number of a minibus or a platform, in the case of means of maritime transport, it is necessary to note the name of the vessel. This information can be recorded until an automated selection mechanism is activated. In the event that the vehicle is a
land-based vehicle and the rails are used with technological integration components to use a technology device accessible to customs or customs, The CAAT number is announced at 4 positions instead of the circulation plate, trademark and model.2.PAIS.Key of the country of origin of the vehicles, according to annex 4 to this application.3.TRANSPORT DOMISTA.The name or
name of the carrier company as specified for the purposes of the rfC carrier key RFC.4.RFC.La.5.CURP.CURP when he is a natural person.6.6.ICI The carrier's tax residence, as specified for RFC purposes. CASTLES1. LOCK NUMBER. The number of the castle (s) which the customs agent, customs office, importer, exporter or customs trustee places the container or vehicle, or
the number of locks of origin in cases under current law.2.1RA. Revision. The designated number of the castle (s) will be marked at the end of the first edition. For exclusive use by the customs authority.3.2DA. Revision. The designated number of the castle (s) will be marked at the end Reviews. For exclusive use by the customs authority. GUIDES, MANIFESTOS, DELIVERY
KNOWLEDGE OR TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS1. NUMBER (GUIA/BILL EMBARUE) TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS In the case of importation, the number (s) of the air guide (s), the manifest (s) order numbers of the bill (s) guy, or the transport document, in the case of transit for imports, the number (s) of the ground manual (s) must be printed. On export a declaration of
leadership, manifesto or bill on guy information is optional. In the case of transactions mentioned in Rule 1.9.11., the transport document number must also be declared in exportaciones.2.ID.Se as a mandatory letter, identifying the type of manual or transport document to be used (M)Master or (H)House, in the event. CONTAINERS/RAIL EQUIPMENT/ECONOMIC NUMBER OF
VEHICLE1. CONTAINER NUMBER/FERROCARRILL EQUIPMENT/ECONOMIC QUANTITY OF VEHICLE. It should be noted the letters and number of containers of the vehicle, railway equipment or economic number. 2.TYPE OF CONTAINER/FERROCARRILE EQUIPMENT/ECONOMIC QUANTITY OF THE VEHICLE. The key, defined by the type of container, rail equipment
or economic number of the vehicle, is entered in accordance with annex 10 to this application. IDENTIFIERS (PEDIMENT LEVEL)1.KEY. The key that defines the applicable ID is in line with the 8 app in this app and is marked in the app's LEVEL column with the G.2.COMPL key. IDENTIFIER 1. Supplement the applicable identifier in accordance with annex 8 of this app in
accordance with the instructions in the COMPLEM column of this identifier in question.3.COMPL. ID 2.Supplement the applicable identifier in accordance with annex 8 of this app in accordance with the instructions in the COMPLM column of this identifier in question.4.COMPL. IDENTIFIER 3. Supplement the applicable identifier according to Annex 8 to this app, according to the
instructions in the COMPLUM column of the app in question. CUSTOMS ACCOUNTS AND CUSTOMS WARRANTY ACCOUNTS (PEDIMENT LEVEL)1. The customs account or customs account key used, according to the following options:Key: Description:0 Customs Account.2 Global Customs Guarantee Account.2.WARRANTY KEY. In the case of customs warranty accounts,
the type of guarantee key is used, according to the following options:Key: Description:1 Deposit.2 Trust.3 Line Of Credit.4 Reference Account (link to deposit).5 Garment.6 Mortgage.7 Securities value.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the
same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit
portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of the same.8 Credit portfolios of 8 Loan Portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8
Loan portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 Loan portfolios of the same.8 same.8 same.8 Customs accounts, key 1 (deposit).3.EMISORA INSTITUTION must be declared. The key of the institution is issued by the record deposit to the account
authorized by the GPA to issue customs accounts, according to the following:1.- BBVA Bancomer, S.A. de C.V.2.- Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.A.3.- Banco HSBC, S.A. de C.V.4.- Bursamex, S.A. de C.V.5.- Operadora de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V.6.- Vector Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V.4. The contract number assigned by the issuer.5.FOLIO CONSTANCIA. Folio, corresponding
deposit entry in a customs account. It should be unique to one issuer institution. It cannot be declared at zero or left empty.6.TOTAL DEPOSIT. The total amount is fully delayed by the deposit record. In exports, this amount is derived from the Declaration of Movement in The Customs Account.7.DATE CONSTANCIA. The date of deposit to the customs account. This should be a
valid date before or equal to the date of verification. DISCLAIMERThe information on statements from the original operation or operations should be printed and transmitted only electronically in the case of requests for the extraction of tax deposits (except for the automotive industry), changes in the import regime of goods imported under Article 106, Faction III (a) of the Act, the
return of temporary imports in the same state (except for companies with the IMMEX program) , change of regime (except for companies with the IMMEX program) , replacement, withdrawal or return, return, in additional gabons under Article 2.5 T-MEC or where goods have reached customs clearance control in transit. In these cases, requests for the introduction of a tax
warehouse, temporary importation under section 106 (III)a) of the Law on regime change, temporary importation in the same state, entry into the border strip or region, export request (return) or transit, respectively.1.NUM are unloaded. THE ORIGINAL GABLE. A number assigned by a customs agent or customs authority, importer, exporter, customs trustee or warehouse in the
original transaction consisting of fifteen digits corresponding to the numbers:2, year of verification.2 digits, customs clearance.4 figures, patent number or permit issued by AGA to a customs agent or customs agency, importer, exporter, customs or proxy, or proxy. Where this number is less than four digits, the zeros required to complete the 4 digits.1 figure must be provisional, it
must be consistent with those announced in the original order.6 figures, which should be progressive digitization according to the customs in which they are authorized to make, Customs Agent, Customs Agency, Importer, Exporter, Customs or Warehouse Proxy, citing all kinds of requests. Each of these groups of numbers should be divided by two gaps. 2.DATE OF THE INITIAL
OPERATION. The date on which the original operation was performed.3.CVE. THE ORIGINAL GABLE. Order of key stakeholders, according to Annex 2 to this application, as of the date of the original transaction. COMPENSATIONS Compensation data must be printed and transmitted electronically only when the method of paying 12 compensation is used to pay fees on order.
In this case it must be unloaded from the balance sheet for the difference in favor of the taxpayer, for each of the amounts that are compensated, referring to the original gable in which the overpayment was made.1.NUM. THE ORIGINAL GABLE. A number assigned by a customs agent, customs agency, importer, exporter, customs trustee or condef of gable warehouse, in which
the balance was formed in favor of fifteen digits corresponding to: 2 digits, year of verification.2 figures, customs clearance.4 figures, number of patent or permit issued by AGA Customs Agent, Customs Agency, importer, exporter, customs or proxy. Where this number is less than four digits, the zeros needed to complete the 4 digits.1 figure must be preliminary, it should
correspond to the last figure of the current year, unless it is a consolidated gable started in the previous immediate year or an initial request for a correction.6 figures that should be progressive customs measurements in which they are authorized to be processed. appointed by every customs agent, customs authority, importer, exporter, customs or warehouse proxy referred to all
types of requests. Each of these groups of numbers should be divided by two spaces.2.ORIGINAL OPERATION DATE. The date on which the original transaction was completed.3.GRAVAMEN KEY. The key to the tax from which the compensation balance is paid is in accordance with annex 12 to this application.4.C. GRAVAMEN. The amount of compensation tax that is
dumped from the balance difference in favor of the taxpayer of the original gabegon. DOCUMENTS COVERED NON-CASH PAYMENT FORMS: FIANZA, CUSTOMS ACCOUNT CONSTANCIA, GUARANTEE CUSTOMS ACCOUNT CONSTANCY, CHARGE TO BUDGET ITEM TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (ACCOUNT FOR LIQUIDATION CERTIFIED), NOTICE OF
COMPENSATION STATEMENT, FOR MOVEMENT IN CUSTOMS ACCOUNT, AUTHORIZATION OFFICES ISSUED BY COMPETENT AUTHORITY INFORMATION ABOUT THIS unit SHOULD BE PRINTED AND transmitted electronicALLY only when used only if used Payment methods mentioned or when a declaration of movement in the customs account of imported goods
for return in the same state under Article 86 of Customs Law (DMCA) is submitted.1.PAYMENT FORMS. The key to the way to pay for the concept is to be settled according to the type of document announced, according to annex 13 of this application.2.RENABYIA OR EMISORA INSTITUTION. The name of the dependents or institution, issuing the document (Strengthener,
Public Group, Issuing It or TESOFE) 3.NUMBER OF THE DOCUMENT. A number that can identify document.4.DATE OF THE DOCUMENT. The date of publication of the document.5.COMA DOCUMENT. The total amount of the document is 19. If you send DMCA a total guaranteed plus return.6.BALANCE AVAILABLE. This field will be the same as the previous field when you
use a total fully armed in a document in a single operation. Otherwise, the available document balance will be recorded at the time of payment. If the DMCA represents a guaranteed amount that the exporter can recover.7.IMPORTE TO BE PAID. The total amount paid for the order. If you send DMCA the amount that will be transferred to tESOFE. NOTE: Where export
transactions require a Declaration of Movement in the Customs Account of imported goods to return to their own state under article 86 of the Customs Act, the information referred to in the unit. OBSERVATIONS (PEDIMENT LEVEL)1.OBSERVATIONS. If any additional information is required for the request, the data already mentioned in any of the query areas should not be
announced. This field cannot be used in the case of A1, VF, VU, C1 and F5 gablons, which protect the final importation of used vehicles, as well as their fixes are handled by key R1 gabons, according to this application. PARTIDAS For each of the gable points, the following data must be announced, according to the provision in which they are in the heading points in the gable
format.1.SEC.Number faction sequence in the gable.2 FRACTION. Tariff fraction applicable to goods as needed, according to TIGIE. In the case of transit operations, the total code of 000,000 will be established. In the case of an additional global gable, the common code is 9999999999999, in only one partida.3.SUBD.Se must declare a unit key if necessary.4.VINC.Key, which
determines whether the customs value depends on commercial, financial or other links, according to the following options: Key:Key:Key Description:0 There is no connection.1 There is a link and it does not affect the customs value.2 There is a link and it affects the Customs. This field is not mandatory in the case of domestic transit operations with international imports or transit,

carried out by rail, in which case the seal of the name of this deposit is optional.5.MET. Val. The key to the method of assessing imported goods, according to annex 11 to this annex.This field is not mandatory in the case of domestic transit operations for international imports or transit, carried out by rail, in this case the seal of the name of this area is optional.6.UMC.Key
corresponds to a unit of measurement for the marketing of goods specified in the CFDI, or corresponding to the equivalent document, in accordance with annex 7 to this Annex.In cases where the unit of measurement specified by the CFDI, or the equivalent document does not correspond to any of the specified in annex 7 to this annex, the key unit of the application, the key unit
of the application, the key unit of the application, the key unit of the application, must be set. 7.UMC NUMBER. The number of items in accordance with the marketing unit of the measurement specified in the CFDI or equivalent document. When in UMC Field 6, the key corresponding to TIGIE is declared as a unit of measurement defined in the CFDI or the equivalent document
reviewed in Annex 7 is not found, the amount settled must be the result of the conversion of the unit of measurement announced in the CFDI or the equivalent of the TIGIE.8.UMT.Key unit of measurement, according to annex 7 to this application. In the case of internal transit operations, this field will remain empty.9.KUVENT UMT Number corresponds to the UNIT of TIGIE
measurement. In the case of internal transit operations, this field will remain empty.10.P. V/C.Key of the country you are selling (on import) or the country you are buying (for export) according to Annex 4 to this application.This field is not mandatory in the case of transit operations, in which case printing the name of this field is optional. 11.P. O/D. Import, country key, group of
countries or territories of the exporting party, corresponding to the origin of goods or places of their production. In exporting the key of the destination country, according to annex 4 of this application.This field will not be mandatory in the case of transit operations, in which case the sealing of the name of this deposit is optional.12.DESCRIPTION (RENGLONES VARIABLES AS
REQUIRED). Product description, nature and technical and commercial characteristics required and sufficient to determine their tariff classification.13.VAL. ADU/VAL. Usd. In the case of imports, domestic transit for imports or International, customs value of goods expressed in national currency and determined in accordance with the provisions of section 3, Chapter 3, Section 1 of
the Act.This value should be equal to the result obtained from the multiplication of the price paid at the starting level, the appropriations ratio (the total customs value of the order between the total amount paid for the order price). In the case of exports, the commercial value of goods in U.S. dollars.14.IMP. PRICE PAG./COMMERCIAL VALUE. Value in national currency
corresponding to goods, not including freight or insurance or other concepts. In the case of exports, the commercial value must be declared. If companies are returned under the IMMEX program, the commercial value should include the value of temporarily imported resources plus added value. In addition, the notion that the law itself stipulates that they will not be part of the
customs value of goods should not be taken into account, provided that they differ from the price paid in the CFDI themselves, equivalent documents or other commercial documents, otherwise they must be considered for the purposes of the taxable amount, as required by the last paragraph of section 66 of the Act.15.UNIT PRICE. The amount per unit price is the result of
dividing the price paid by the amount in the marketing units of each of the goods. In the case of estimated prices, the price of a unit in the national currency of the goods specified in the CFDI, or the equivalent document for each item. This field is not mandatory in the case of domestic transit operations for international imports or transit, carried out by rail, in which case the seal of
the name of this deposit is optional.16.VAL. THE AGGREG. In the case of maquila operations under section 181 of the ISR Act, Under Article 183 of the IMMEX program, as well as by companies conducted by resident companies abroad through companies with imMEX housing conditions, under Article 183 of this order, the amount of export value added must be settled on
returned goods, taking into account domestic or nationalized inputs and other costs and costs incurred in the processing, processing or repair of returned goods, as well as gross profits derived from these goods. Otherwise, don't settle the data (empty). 17.(Empty) Do not settle the data. (empty).18.MARK. Product nameRatization of vehicle importation, as well as any other
customs regime or product established by SAT.19.MODELO. Product model vehicle or any other product installed by the AGA). 20 PRODUCT CODE. Optional.21.CON.Shortened description of the contribution or usage you submit at the start level (P), according to annex 12 to this application.22.TASA. A rate applicable to deposit or use.23.T. T.Key rates apply, according to
Annex 18 to this Annex.In case of mixed rates, both the interest rate and the corresponding specific rate must be announced. In the case of a discount rate or tiGIE application rate, both the corresponding TIGIE tariff and the corresponding rate or factor.24F.P.Key payment method applicable to the relevant fee must be declared and may use as many different lines as the various
forms of payment, according to annex 13 to this application.25.IMPORTE. The total amount in the national currency is the corresponding contribution and use, being able to use as many lines as different forms of payment of the deposit. If the tax deposit regime is removed, it must be updated in accordance with the selected order with which the goods were entered into the
warehouse in accordance with section 120 of the Act. MERCANCIASSe the next block should be printed immediately after the corresponding column:1.NIV/NUM. Series. In the case of vehicles, an NIV (vehicle identification number) must be declared, except in cases where when the operation of the terminal of the automotive industry or the manufacturer of self-driving vehicles,
with the permit mentioned in article 121, Part IV Law.In in the case of goods other than vehicles, is declared the serial number of the goods.2.KILOMETRAJE.The vehicle is required when the vehicle is imported under the Agreement amending the similar, establishing classification and encoding of goods, which are subject to the provisional authorization of the vehicle. for the final
importation of new vehicles under Rule 3.5.2. and vehicles used under Rule 3.5.1., Share II RGCE. NON-TARIFF REGULATION AND RESTRICTIONS1. Resolution. The key to a resolution that checks compliance with the necessary non-tariff rules and restrictions obligations is in accordance with Annex 9 to this application.2.PERMISSION NUMBER. The number of permits or
permits that verfies or proves compliance with non-tariff rules and restrictions.3.FIRMA DOWNLOADO. In eight characters, an electronic signature is issued in accordance with a permit or certificate provided where applicable. In operations With the IMMEX program, the corresponding authorization supplement must be announced only in the case of specific permissions. In
operations under the Agreement on the classification and codification of goods subject to regulation by the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Rural Development, Fisheries and Food through the National Health, Safety and Quality Service, the appropriate authorization of the supplement should be announced.4.VAL. Com. Dls. The amount of commercial value in U.S. dollars,
unloaded.5.COMUS UMT/S. The number of goods in tariff or marketing units of the measure is unloaded as issued by the relevant organization. IDENTIFI (START LEVEL)1.IDENTIF. The key that defines the applicable identifier, according to annex 8 of this app and marked in the LEVEL column of this app with the key P. 2.COMBLEM 1.Supplement of the applicable identifier
according to annex 8 to this application 22 according to the instructions in the column OF the COMPL OF this application, For the identifier in question.3.COMPLEMENT 2.Additional addition of the applicable identifier, according to Annex 8 of this app, following the instructions specified in the complem column of this application, for the ID in question.4.COMPLEMENT 3.Additional
supplement of the applicable identifier, according to annex 8 of this application, according to the instructions specified in the FOCUS column of this application. In the case of transit operations, the declaration of this block is not mandatory.1.CVE. Gar. The key to the type of warranty used, according to the following options:Key: Description:1 Deposit.2 Trust.3 Line Of Credit.4
Reference Account (reference deposit).5 Item.6 Mortgage.7 Securities value.8 Taxpayer Loan Portfolios.2.INST. Station. The key of the institution is is is issuing a deposit entry in an account authorized by the SAT to issue customs warranty accounts, according to the following:1.- BBVA Bancomer, S.A. de C.V.2.- Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.A.3.- Banco HSBC, S.A. de C.V.4.Bursamex, S.A. de C.V.5.- Operadora de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V.6.- Vector Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V.3.FECHA C.Date deposit entry in security account. It must be a valid date before or equal to the date of the order check. In the case of global warranty accounts, the interval between the record date and the order payment date may not be more than 6 months. 4. ACCOUNT
NUMBER. Account Number appointed by the issuer.5.FOLIO CONSTANCIA. Folio, corresponding deposit entry to the security account. It should be unique to one issuer institution. It cannot be declared at zero or left empty.6.TOTAL DEPOSIT. The total deposit amount is 7.PRICE ESTIMATED. Estimated price, which applies to imported goods. 8.I CAN'T. THE PRICE OF THE
UNITED STATES. The number in the estimated price units for the declared goods. DETERMINING AND/OR PAYING CONTRIBUTIONS BY APPLYING ARTICLES 2.5 T-MEK, 14 SOLUTIONS OR 15 TLCAELC (PARTIDA LEVEL)1.VALUE OF NON-OCCURRING GOODS. The amount received as a result of the addition of the value of goods entered into the national territory
under the deferral or refund scheme for which the IGI amount was calculated. The amount in the national currency as a result of the addition of IHI for non-native goods that have been introduced into the national territory under the deferral or refund of tariffs. NOTE: Where the determination of contributions by the application of Article 2.5 T-MEK, 14 Solutions or 15 TLCAELC
results in a balance, which must be paid, the information is set on the right side, in the columns corresponding to the contribution or use, the method of payment and the amount that applies at the starting level (P), in accordance with annex 12 to this Anexo.La the amount of amounts to be paid to all factions, determined by Article 2.5 of T-MEK, 14 Decisions or 15 TLCALC, is
announced in the settlement table. OBSERVATIONS AT POINT 1. OBSERVATIONS AT THE STARTING LEVEL. If any additional information is required for the request. Data already mentioned on any of the frontal fields should not be declared. This field cannot be used in the case of A1, VF, VU, C1 and F5 gablons, which cover the final import of used cars, as well as their fixes,
processed by key R1 gabons, according to this application. RECTIFICACIONES1. PEDIMENTO ORIGINAL. The order number of the original transaction, consisting of fifteen figures corresponding to the figures:2, the year of verification of the original order.2 figures, the Customs Department sending the original order.4 figures, patent number or permission of the customs agent,
customs agency, importer, exporter, customs trustee or warehouse, which facilitated the initial transaction.7 figures, serial operation. Each of these fields should be separated by two spaces.2.CVE. PESIM. Original. The pedestal key, announced in the original gable, according to Annex 2 to this app, is valid on date customs.3.CVE. PESIM. Rect. A key request that must be
corrected in accordance with annex 2 of this app valid as of the date of submission to Customs. The frontal key may not be consecrated if it involves regime change.4.DATE PAYMENT RECT. Announcing the date on which correction fees must be paid is announced in the following DD/MM/YYYYY format. DIFFERENCES IN CONTRIBUTIONS (PEDIMENT LEVEL)1.CONCEPT.
An abbreviated description of the concept on which disagreements arose.2.F.P. The method of paying for differences in concept that must be settled, according to annex 13 to this annex.3.DIFFERENCE.Total amount in the national currency of differences in concept in the form of payment up to liquidar.4.EFECTIVO.Se must fix the total amount in the national currency from the
difference paid in efectivo.5.OTROS.Es year the total amount in the national currency difference to be paid in non-cash forms.6.D. Total. The sum of the two concepts is higher. NOTE: Where the correction results in differences in the taxpayer's favor, the total amount of such differences is recorded in a line with the relevant deposit keys and payment method in accordance with
annexes 12 and 13 of application 22. These differences should not be reconciled to general differences. TRY ENOUGH.1 DESTINATION COUNTRY. The key to the country to which the goods are exported is in accordance with Annex 4 to this application. (United States or Canada). 2.NUM. EU/KAN. The order or import document number in which the goods are armed is in the
United States or Canada.3.SUFFICIENT TEST. The corresponding key according to the following:1. Copy receipt, verification of import tax to the United States or Canada.2. A copy of import document 20, which was obtained by the United States Customs or Canada3. A copy of the final ruling by the United States Customs or Canada on import tax 4. A letter signed by an
importer in the United States or Canada or his legal representative5. A letter signed in protest of the truth by a person returning or exporting goods or its legal representative on the basis of information provided by the importer in the United States or Canada or its legal representative. TITLE FOR THE FIRST TIME ON STARTING LEVEL FOR PLEASE PEDIMENTS IN ARTICLE
2.5 T-MEK For each of the additional gable points, elements of the additional gable must be announced mentioned below, in accordance with the position in determining the contribution of the headline at the starting level of the additional gable format1. Sec. The amount of faction sequence announced in the refund request.2.FRACTION.Tariff faction in accordance with TIGIE
applies to the final item declared in the return request, which is exported to the United States or Canada.3.VALUE MERC. DON'T PRAY. The amount received as a result of the addition of the value of goods that were introduced into the national territory under the deferral or reimbursement of tariffs, for which the amount of IUI was calculated. 4.MONTO ISIS. The amount in the
national currency as a result of the addition of IGI, corresponding to goods that have been introduced into the national territory as part of the deferral or return of tariffs, taking into account the value of goods determined in foreign currency, at the exchange rate, by virtue of the date of payment of tax. 5.Total ARAN. USA/CAN. The total amount in the national currency tax paid on
final imports in the United States or Canada, the goods are subsequently exported or returned, applying the exchange rate under Article 20 CFF in effect on the date when the tax is paid or on the date when the determination of taxes is made.6.EXEMPT SUMMA. The amount in the national tax currency is determined in field 4 (the amount of IGI) if it is equal to or less than the
amount defined in Field 5 (ARAN. USA/CAN), which can never be less than zero.7.F.P.Key way of payment concept, which must be settled, according to annex 13 of this application.8.IMPORTE.Total amount in the national currency concept to be settled, for the declared payment method. For each of the additional gable points, the following data must be declared, as many times
as necessary, for each sequence and faction stated in the previous sub-block.9.UMT.Unit measurement of the tariff used in the United States or Canada's goods imported into those countries. 10.UMT NUMBER. The corresponding amount is in accordance with the unit of measurement of the import tariff used in the United States or Canada of goods imported into these
countries.11.FRACC. USA/CAN. Tariff share applicable to the ultimate good import to the United States or Canada.12.EUA/CAN RATE. The import tax rate applies to each product for its import into the United States or Canada.13.ARAN. USA/CAN. The amount of tax paid on final imports to the United States or Canada, an item that has been exported or returned This amount
must be listed in the currency of the importing country. FOR THE FIRST FOR THE FIRST TIME ON THE FIRST NEVER FOR THE COMPANY FOR PEDIMENT ARTICLE 14 OF THE DECISION OR 15 TLCAELC For each of the additional gable points, the following data must be announced, in accordance with the provision in which they are in the headline of determining
contributions at the starting level of the additional gable format1. Sec. The faction sequence number in pediment.2.FRACCION.Tariff faction according to TIGIE applies to the final product declared in the return request, which is exported to one of the Member States of the Community or EFTA.3.VALUE MERC. DON'T PRAY. The amount received as a result of the addition of the
value of goods that were introduced into the national territory under the deferral or reimbursement of tariffs, for which the amount of IUI was calculated. 4.MONTO ISIS. The amount in the national currency as a result of the addition of IHI for non-native goods that have been introduced into the national territory under the deferral or refund of tariffs. 5.F.P.Key is a way to pay for a
concept that needs to be settled, according to Annex 13 of this application.6.IMPORTE.Total amount in the national currency concept, which must be settled, for the announced payment method. COPY DISTRIBUTION Fronton must be presented in a copy intended for the importer or Exporter.At in the bottom right corner must carry printed the relevant legend according to the
following: Direction/Origin: Interior of the country. Destination/origin: border area. Destination/origin: border strip. Where the destination of the goods is the interior of the country, be it exports, additional gable or transit gable, the way of printing the order should be white, where it is on the border lanes, yellow, and in the case of the border region green. In no case can a product
circulate with a copy in an area of the country, except that it corresponds to color, except for white, which can circulate throughout the country. The order must carry a signature issued by the SAT, as well as a reference legend for payment of contributions through the electronic payment service, in the space specified in the lackey described above. Internal keys or codes to be used
for all purposes of SAAI M3 or SAAI systems and credit institutions authorized to collect contributions to foreign trade, as well as aspects related to statistics and pre-certification programs, must be mentioned in the SAAI or SAAI M3 manuals that identify the keys to the FILLING THE TRANSIT GABLE FOR TRANSBORDONO. CONTAINED FIELD1. THE PEDIMENT NUMBER.
This number consists of two fields consisting of eleven digits in total; the first of the fields must correspond to the patent number of the customs agent or the permission of the customs agency, customs representative or importer, exporter, as is the case. If less than four digits are required to complete the field, the zeros will be pre-spent. The second field is formed with seven
digits, which should be a progressive project appointed by each customs agent, customs agency, customs trustee, importer or exporter, for all types of requests, starting each year with a progressive number of 000001, which is preceded by the last figure of the year in which the order is made.2. TYPE OF SURGERY. Key Identification Operation.1.- Import.2.- Export.3. PEDIMENT
KEY. The order, the key one, according to Annex 2 to this key Anexo.La R1 is recorded if the transit request for transshipment is corrected. CUSTOMS/ORIGIN SECTION. The key to the ADUANA/SECTION in which transit takes place, according to Annex 1 to this application.5 SECTION OF ADUAN/DIRECTION. The ADUANA/SECTION key to which the dispatch airport is
attached, according to Annex 1 of this app.6 COUNTRY OF ORIGIN. The key to the country of origin of good is according to annex 4 to this app7. T.C. Exchange rate of the Mexican peso against the U.S. dollar, for tax purposes, by virtue of the date of importation of goods into the national territory mentioned in article 56, Part I of the Act or on the date of payment of contributions
under the third paragraph of section 83 of The Act.8. THE DATE OF ENTRY. The date of entry into the national territory, as specified in section 56 (i) (c) of the Act or on the date of payment of contributions under the third paragraph of section 83 of the Act.9. TRANSIT ARRIVAL DATE. The date of delivery of the goods to be sent to the destination airport.10.
IMPORTER/DESTINATARIO. The name or social reason of the target importer, as specified for the purposes of rfc.11. R.F.C.IMPORTER/DESTINATARIO RFC Key.12. At home. The address of the importer, the recipient, as specified for the purposes of RFC.13. AEREA LINE (1). The name of the airline that transports goods from abroad to the first domestic airport14. Lol TIME
FLIGHT. The number of the flight on which the goods are transported from abroad to the first domestic airport15. MATRICULA No. Registration number of aircraft carrying cargo from abroad to the first airport AEREA LINE (2). The name of the airline carrying cargo from the first domestic airport to the destination airport17. Lol TIME FLIGHT. The flight number on which the goods
are transported from the first domestic airport to the destination airport18. Registration. The license plate of the aircraft carrying cargo from the first domestic airport to the airport of destination19. R.F.C.La RFC key (airline).20. Lol LOCAL REGISTRATION. A local registration number assigned to you by customs in facilitating transit21. At home. The carrier's tax residence (airline)
as specified for rfc.22 purposes. M.E. VALUE The total value of CFDIs or equivalent documents that supply goods in the currency used in billing.23. DLS VALUE. The dollar equivalent of the United States of America is the total value of goods settled in gables that are loaded with CFDIs or equivalent documents in foreign currency24. CFDI OR EQUIVALENT DOCUMENTS, AIR
GUIDES. Number.- The number corresponding to the total CFDIs, equivalent documents or air guides that hold the goods. Figures/dates.- Number and date of each of THE CFDIs, equivalent documents or air guides that support the product. Billing form.- Billing form in accordance with applicable international INCOTERMS, according to Annex 14 to this application.25 SUPPLIER
(S). The name or surname of the supplier of the goods, the commercial address with the state and the relevant city26. PACKAGES: NUMBER/TAGS AND NUMBERS. The total number of packages contained in the goods, as well as the marking and their number27. DESCRIPTION OF THE MERCHANTS. The description, nature and technical and commercial characteristics are
necessary and sufficient to determine its tariff classification28. THE PRICE OF THE UNIT. The result of dividing the customs value by the number in the marketing units of each product29. VALUE IN ADUAN. Customs value of goods in national currency.30. Unit. A unit of item sales in accordance with Annex 7 to this app.31. Amount. The number of items in the marketing
departments, as specified in the CFDI or in the equivalent of the document.32. RESOLUTION (S), AUTHORIZATION (S), IDENTIFIERS, KEY/NUMBER (S) AND SIGNATURE (S). The key to the document is to verify compliance with non-tariff rules and obligations under the restrictions, as well as the identifiers in annex 8 and/or 9 of this application. ELECTRONIC
CONFIRMATION it must record an electronic verification fee consisting of eight characters, which checks that the gable has been checked.34 THE BARCODE. The barcode printed by the customs agent, customs office, customs trustee, importer or exporter, in accordance with the format established by the AGR, in accordance with annex 17 to this application. TEMPORARY
LIQUIDATION. Payment method. The key to the method of paying compensation contributions and fees or temporary transitional measures. Taxes.- The amount to be paid for the taxes caused is pre-determined36. DESIGNATED STICKERS OR LOCKS. Number (s) of designated stickers or locks.37. Observation. Permits other than those that will be mentioned in field permits
(s), resolution (s) and identifiers, key/number (s)/signature or any additional data on the gable.- Signs, numbers, product series or additional specifications.38 CUSTOMS AGENT, CUSTOMS AGENCY, CUSTOMS TRUSTEE OR LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE. Full name and signature of customs agent, customs agency, customs trustee or legal representative39. A
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AIR LINE. The full name and signature of the airline representative.40. RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CHECK. The full name and signature of the person responsible for customs recognition. Note: Transit order for transshipment will be presented in the following copies:Original.- AGA. Copy.- Carrier.Copy.- Importer.Copy.- Customs Agent or Customs
Agency. Customs. bengali comedy drama script. bengali comedy drama book pdf. bengali comedy drama books. bengali comedy drama list. bengali comedy drama script pdf. bengali comedy drama script pdf free download. bengali comedy drama pdf. bengali comedy drama youtube
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